Habitat Hunt

Search for the items below in YOUR habitat / community, then sort each item into categories depending on whether you think it is human-made or not!

- Prickly pine cone
- Lamppost
- Bright red fire hydrant
- Maple leaf
- Birch tree
- Piece of litter
- Stinky garbage can
- Busy bus stop
- Park bench
- Basketball court
- Pine tree
- Body of water
- Fence
- Cedar bush

- Chirping robin
- Recycling bin
- Sweet smelling flower
- Funny street name
- Stop sign
- Unique rock
- Speedy car
- LOUD truck
- Tall tree
- Very small tree
- Swings
- Green grass
- Soccer field 200x the size of you

Putting items into categories is an important computer science skill. Sorting can help you break a hard problem into an easier one, or manage big sets of information more easily.